DEACON PLACE

1 Club House - 2410 Whicker Acres Lane
2 2420 Whicker Acres Lane
1a Pool House
1b Gate House
1c Gate House
3 2430 Whicker Acres Lane
4 2575 Tucker Forest Trail
5 2590 Tucker Forest Trail
6 2590 Tucker Forest Trail
7 2590 Tucker Forest Trail
8 2590 Tucker Forest Trail
9 2590 Tucker Forest Trail
10 2590 Tucker Forest Trail
11 2590 Tucker Forest Trail

Fire Evacuation Assembly Areas

These areas are to be used in the event of a building evacuation. Building occupants should evacuate to an assembly area which is approximately 300 feet from the building and away from emergency service vehicles.

In the event of other campus emergencies, people may be directed to alternate locations.